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Genetic fusion is introduced as a model for evolution. In fusion two genomes are combined to generate a longer genome. Representing each species by a binary genetic sequence, we introduce a fitness
function on the bit sequence. As the evolutionary dynamics, we incorporate mutation, genetic fusion,
and reproduction in proportion to fitness. It is found that genetic fusion leads to the appearance of
module-type sequences and duplicated genes. The time necessary to find a sequence with larger fitness is
largely reduced by the inclusion of genetic fusion, which suggests the application of our algorithm to optimization

problems.
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Theoretical studies on mechanisms of evolutionary
processes are of importance not only for theoretical biology but also from the viewpoint of information processing. Fitness in evolution is believed to depend on the genetic sequence. The dependence of this fitness on sequences can be complicated, and has been referred to as
a rugged landscape. ' A spin-glass model provides a
simple example which generates this class of landscape.
A typical model is the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick
(SK)
model.
In the model, a spin S; (=1 or —1) is assigned
to a site l. Energy is defined on a binary sequence [S;],
given by E =p; I J, , S;S,, where a spin S; interacts with
all the other spins SI. The coupling J; J is set at a fixed
over positive and negative
random value distributed
values. It is known that the model provides many metaThe application
stable states and a rugged landscape.
of this class of model to evolution has already been discussed by Anderson,
where the SK model is applied to
prebiotic evolution.
Another important mechanism in evolution is sexual
recombination of sequences by mating. This mechanism
has frequently been used in the so-called genetic algorithm.
Here two genetic sequences are spliced and
joined; for example, parents [cr1, cr2, tr3, o'4, . . . ] and
[r), r2, r3 r4, . . .] lead to the oA'springs [o~, cr2 13 r4 . . . ]
and [rl, r2, ct3, ct4, . . . ]. This recombination is especially
useful to escape from a local minimum in configuration
space and has been applied to optimization problems.
In the present Letter, we focus on another mechanism
of evolution; genetic incorporation involving diAerent
species, which also changes the length of the genetic sequence itself. This mechanism may have been especially
important in the early stages of evolution and it is probably still being used in present-day organisms.
There is much evidence to confirm this genetic incorporation. Ohno has put forward a theory of gene duplication. In his theory, some parts of a genetic sequence
may incur duplication error during the process of repro-
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duction, as

[o), tT2, c'r3, cr4, tr5, cr6, . . . ]
[0 02 03
f

(ri cr2 03 cr4, crs, cr6, . . .

]

where o; represents a gene at a site i The . duplication
theory is confirmed in real DNA. Multiple repetition of
short DNA sequences is commonly observed.
Besides the above gene duplication, a biological system
has transposable genetic elements. They are self-reproductive elements such as phages, plasmids, and transposons. For example, bacteria can evolve to be antibiotic
resistant with the use of R plasmids. Plasmids can insert
a particular sequence into other plasmids. Even in eukaryotes, the existence of a cell symbiotic partner is
known to have escalated the tempo of evolution, as has
been discussed in the cell symbiosis of mitochondria. '
Then general questions arise: Why are the above genetic incorporation algorithms adopted in real evolution?
Can we construct a simple model for these processes? If
so, does the model give rise to practical merits over simIn the present Letter, we give a
ple genetic algorithms?
partial answer to these questions, by introducing an
abstract model of the above cell symbiosis and gene duplication. The process in our model is called "genetic
fusion, here borrowing from molecular biology.
First, we represent each species by a bit string of genes
o;, which take the value 0 or 1. The length of this sequence is not fixed. Species are assumed to evolve in a
fixed environment.
For the sake of simplicity, we adopt
a spin-glass-type energy for our fitness function. Instead
of the SK model, we use the following translationa1invariant version of it:

"

E=QJ~, , ~S, S, ,
I,
J

5, =2o; —1, and

J

where
is set at a fixed random value
distributed over [ —1, 1].
Introducing an ensemble of species, we take the fol-
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lowing processes for the evolutionary dynamics.
(i) Mutation: (T[, o2, o3 04 (r5 . . .
0[ (T2 1 rr3 (T4,
o.5, . . . . Here we assume that there occurs at most only
a single mutation for each sequence. The rate of this
single-point mutation error is chosen to be p.
(ii) Genetic fusion: When two species [(T[,rr2, (T3 . . . ]
and [r[, r2, r1, . . . ] meet, a new species [o[,o2, a3, . . . ,
'r[, r2, r3 . . . ] can be created. We assume that the fusion
occurs only if the energy of the fused species is lower
than that of the original two species. The partner for
each fusion is arbitrarily chosen with equal probability
from the population
ensemble.
If the original two
lengths are I [ and I2, the fused sequence has a length of

I [+12.

(iii) Reproduction: Each species generates oA'spring
to its fitness. We assume that the fitness
depends on energy as exp( PE). W—
ith this reproduction process only, the number of some species would increase indefinitely. In order to avoid this divergence and
to take account of the competition among individuals, we
include a suppression mechanism.
For the suppression,
there can be a variety of algorithms. We choose one of
in proportion

the following two algorithms.
One is competition within the same species. In the
present Letter the following dynamics is adopted: N'(i)
=N(i)exp[ —PE(i)]/[I+gN(i) ], where N'(i) is the
number of the species i at the next step. The denominator comes from the competition within the same species.
The other method is to normalize the total population
size to Np if the size exceeds some threshold value. We
simply take the form
N' (I )

PE=(I ) ] / QN (—
j) exp

NeN (i ) exp [

[
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above three algorithms (i)-(iii). Starting from an ensemble of species with small bit lengths (up to 2), we
first apply mutation and genetic fusion. Then reproduction is applied to the ensemble. This completes the first
time step. We continue these procedures for many time
steps.
In Fig. 1, the energies of existing species are plotted as
a function of time. A downward solid line indicates a
fusion process between two species, while a dashed line
denotes the genesis of a new species by mutation.
As is noted in Figs. I and 2, a species (often of small
energy) is frequently utilized as a fusion "partner" by
many other species. We call such species a "module"
species and its sequence a module sequence.
Heuristically, a module sequence satisfies the following conditions: First, the sequence itself is metastable
among the sequences with identical length; mere mutation cannot produce a species of smaller energy. Second,
the fusion between the module sequence and many other
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FIG. 1. Each species
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FIG. 2. An example of phylogeny of the species generated
by our dynamics: The mutation rate is set at 0.02 with P =0. 1
and g=0.025. The species at an arrowhead is generated from
the species at the tail by fusing with the other species. A double solid line shows a duplication of the species of the arrow
tail. A dotted line denotes the mutation process. Here the
species (4923-13) is a module.
Fusions with this module
[denoted by the symbol (M)] occur successively. Note also the
fusion of the module with itself. A species generated by the
duplication of (M) is depicted with the asterisk on its right
shoulder.
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TABLE I. Bit sequence of module and remaining species.
Each of these
Examples of module species are depicted.
species is expected to be in a local minimum. Each species (Im) is specified by a decimal code I and its length m. The decimal code is obtained by the conversion of its binary sequence.
Examples of remaining species after 30 time steps are also exhibited. Note that they are composed of the modules in tandem. The symbol [A'] denotes a sequence which is diff'erent
from [A] by one bit.
Sequence

Species

Energy

Modules

B
C

4923-13
4095-12
4064-13

1001100111011

—13.796

111111111111
0111111100000

—7.475

-13.066

Remaining species

645100347-30
577139515-30
16777215-29
40334134-26
16777215-24
33550304-25

[w'][loll][a]
[looo][~'][~]
[00000][a][a]

[~][~]
[a][a]
[a][c]

—55.714
—46.592
—43.532
—36.634
—31.838
—26. 564

species easily leads to species of better fitness. For this
condition, the energy of a module species should not be
too small. In our simulation, module species have small
fitness and thus have small population size. ''
There can simultaneously be several different module
species. If this is the case, species are categorized into
phylogenic groups according to whether they share a
common module or not. Examples of such module sequences in our simulation are listed in Table I. All of
the persistent species originate in one of these module
species.
It often happens that a module sequence M
[o'1, . . . , ak] combines with itself. This leads to gene
duplication, as M1
[M1, M1]. The chain-duplication
process also often occurs as [M~]
[M~, M~]
[M~,
[M~, M1]
[M~, M~, M1, M~].
M~, M~] or as [M1]
This class of gene duplication is frequently seen in biological evolution, as is stressed by Ohno.
~

0.
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In our simulation, the evolutionary process includes
duplication, fusion, and mutations. Thus a genetic sequence does not have a complete repetitive structure, but
consists of fragments of repetitive parts. This is true in
our simulation (see Table I) and in real data.
If the mutation rate is small, few (often a single)
Possible
module species are allowed in our simulation.
fusions consist of those between the same module species.
The identical module sequence is repetitively made use
of in the fusion process. In other words, the genetic duplication is frequently seen in a low-mutation regime. If
the mutation rate is higher, fusion with many other
species can happen. The obtained species consist of a
combination of a variety of sequences.
Our genetic fusion can provide an algorithm for the
search of a lower energy (or larger fitness) in a rugged
landscape, faster than the conventional genetic algorithm
or simulated annealing.
Let us compare our genetic fusion and a mere mutation process. The simple mutation process corresponds
to a traditional Monte Carlo method.
In Fig. 3, we have plotted the minimum energy of the
with and
species versus CPU time for simulations
without genetic fusion (both have the same mutation
rates). In the simulation of mutation only, we have
started from ten randomly chosen sample species with bit
length of 30. The advantage of our genetic fusion is
clearly seen. '
The advantage comes from the following two features.
(i) Our fusion process tries to find a minimum by combining small fragments. Thus it is effective when an optimal solution is well approximated by a combination of
smaller parts and modules (e.g. , a partial solution).
(ii) With mere mutation, our system is easily trapped
It may require a long time to hit a
by a local minimum.
The present genetic fusion includes a
global minimum.
global jump in the configuration space. Our system can
skip out of the local minimum.
The second merit is also present in the conventional
genetic algorithm, where sexual recombination leads to a
global jump. Owing to the first merit, our fusion clearly
shows predominance over the conventional algorithm.
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FIG. 3. The lowest-energy values at each CPU time are overlaid for ten difTerent samples. With fusion (right-hand panel) lower
energy is attained faster than without fusion (left-hand panel). Both processes are simulated with a mutation rate of 0. 1 with P =0. 1
and g =0. 1.
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The fusion process is powerful, if the optimal solution
can be constructed as a combination of partial solutions.
It is promising to apply our approach to other optimization problems. We believe that it is better than the mere
mutational process in general.
The evolutionary process is often believed to be organized in a genealogical tree. This is true, if the process
consists only of mutations and sexual recombination
within species. If genetic fusion is a principal mechain a
nism in evolution, the genealogy is organized
rhizomelike structure.
The fusion process introduces deviation from a treelike structure, as is shown in Fig. 2. A descendant can
have more than one ancestor. The mixture of ancestors
For example, the species
gives rhizome complexity.
645337915-30 consists of the ancestors 10 and 00 and
two occurrences of 1001100111011(the module species).
The rhizome complexity can be defined through the frequency of ancestor sequences, which will be useful to discuss the deviation from ultrametricity.
In the present Letter, we have introduced a novel
dynamical model for evolution. We have discussed the
appearance of the module sequence, gene duplication,
and a possible practical merit of our dynamics in optimization problems.
For future studies, it may be important to include
If we insplitting of a sequence into two subsequences.
clude this process, some "good" parts in a long sequence
can be added to other creatures, as is often used in genetic technology.
In our present model fusion always occurs if the energy condition is satisfied. Since fusion itself is an error in
the maintenance of genes, it must be more realistic to introduce a small rate of fusion error. With this extension,
the evolutionary process exhibits much clearer stepwise
changes than in Fig. 1: rapid-change eras and quasistationary phases, as has been discussed in Ref. 14 as punctuated equilibrium theory. '
Evolution provides a novel viewpoint for biological information processing such as autocatalytic, ' immune,
and neural networks. ' The idea of genetic fusion will be
useful to these problems. '
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